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Temporarily.Q: Big project, shouldn't we always implement controller and view by ourselves? My
boss wants me to write a web app. However, it's a big project, and he wants me to write all the
controllers and views. Does this make sense? I mean, let's say if this is a very big project. I'm

planning to reuse part of the code. So instead of reusing it, should I write new code and compile
them all? What's the meaning of template engine then? A: No, what he is asking you to do is to write
an MVC framework. I'd rather take the time and effort to learn the right framework, than spend hours
on writing yet another (even if better, harder to maintain and still) controller/view engine. If you ask
me, I would build my own view engine and use it as I wanted (and I've written a custom view engine
with a base class for the controller, like a backend handler for php). But from an MVC perspective,

there are already a lot of good, very usable frameworks out there, that are easy to use, maintain and
to learn (like Struts, or JavaServer Faces) that you can and should use instead. If you're into learning,

have a look at one of the best: A: Yes, that is the right thing to do. But he could ask you to learn
ASP.Net MVC and work with it for a while before working on this project. A: Do as they say, not as
you think they should be done. Q: Average of column with limited data I have a table like this: ID |

Data
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